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ESTIMATE OF THE OPTIMAL MERCURY-RENDEZVOUS LOW-
THRUST TRAJECTORY WITH VENUS SWINGBY

M.S. KONSTANTINOV'

Nuclear electric propulsion missions to Mercury with Venus swmgby are analysed. It is
considered a possibility to use Russian launcher "Proton", Russian hqtud-propellant upperstage
"Block D" and the electric propulsion stage with the nuclear power plant "Topaz"[2,3,4]. The
main problems of this paper are:
Sthe estimation of the spacecraft useful mass, which can de delivered to Mercury rendezvous;

* the investigation of this mass as a function of the transfer duration;
* the investigation of the optimal dates of the missions beginning;
* the investigation of the solution uniqueness (the multiextrcmal solution).
Having in mind this conference direction we spare the main attention the first two problems.

Nomenclature

LEO =low Earth orbit
NEP =nuclear electric propulsion
a =sein-major axis of the spacecraft orbit after Venus swingby
a,0 =Xe-tank specific mass
m.o = spacecraft mass after the chemical upperstage separation
m, = Xe mass
m, = Xe-tank mass
mu = useful mass
r, = Venus radius vector
r, = perihelion radius of the spacecraft orbit after Venus swingby
r.. = minimal pergee radius of Venus swingby hyperbola trajectory
t; = mission beginning date (launch date)
t2 = Venus swingby date
to = transfer duration
tni = Earth - Venus transfer duration
t«2 = Venus - Mercury transfer duration
V, = Venus velocity vector at the moment of Venus swingby
V. = magnitude of the spacecraft heliocentric velocity after Venus swingby
V. = asymptotic hyperbolc spacecraft velocity relatively Venus
Py = swingby parameters
jP3 = mmaxal angle of the turning of the asymptotic venuscentnc velocity vector due to

Venus swmgby
i3n (V= \ angle of the turning of the asymptotic venuscentric velocity vector when the perigee

rnd:us of Venus swingby hyperbola trajectory is equal to r,,-
0o =optimal angle of the turninm of the asymptotic venuscen-: velocity vector due to

a = Venus gravity parameter
-\* , =velocty unpulse
a, =square vector of Mercury orb:,

Introduc o n

Mlercur. rendezvous is a ver diflicult technical problem. Bsing only on a chemical rockerenguie it is practically impossible to carry out this rendezvous even if the swingbies are used. Theuse of a nuclear electric propulsion stage as the second stage of the two-stage booster [2.51 allowsto carr. out Mercury renaezvous. All the components of that project are based on currenttechnoloeles. The investigatons show that if the launcher "Proton". chemical upperstage "Block
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D" and a nuclear electric propulsion upperstage are used then it allows to insert 300 - 400 kguseful mass for Mercury rendezvous for about 4.5 years. It is a very iteresting question bow toallow to improve these characteristics using Venus swmgby. This question is the main for this
paper.

Problem formulation assumptions:

1. It is considered the special (narrow) class of the transfer scenario:
* The chemical upperstage is used. This upperstage ensures the spacecraft transfer to Venusvcimity for a swingby. The parameters of the chemical upperstage (its propellant mass) aredefined from the condition to ensure the spacecraft transfer to Venus vicinity for a swingby.* The low-thruster switches offfor the spacecraft transfer to Venus.
* The spacecraft arrives at Venus vicinity then when Venus is located to Mercury orbit plane(to the ascending or descending node of Venus and Mercury orbits).
* The Venus swmgby ensures

- the spacecraft heliocentric velocity belongs to Mercury orbit plane. So the low-thrust
trajectory (from Venus to Mercury) belongs to Mercury orbit plane.- the energy constant of the heliocentric trajectory is minimized.
* The electric propulsion thrust ensures Venus - Mercury transfer and Mercury rendezvous.

2. It Is supposed the mathematical model of the electric propulsion is the power-limited model. Inpower-limited model, the power limit, constant, imposes an upper bound on the product of thethrust magnitude and the specific impulse, which otherwise are free to vary.

3. The nucleus power plant parameters as well as the launcher, and the chemical upperstageparameters are known and fixed.

Method assumptions

I. It's used the method of zero length gravisphere.

2. The spacecraft velocity ncreases due to the chemical upstage is estmated as a velocityimpulse.

Mass model of the spacecraft

It is supposed that the launcher "Proton" inserts into the circular LEO (its altitude is equal to200 kin) the space system (its mass is equal to 21 t).This space system consists of the two-upperstage booster and the useful mass for Mercury rendezvous. The booster includes thechemical upperstage "Block D" and NEP upperstage.

NEP upperstage includes:
* the nuclear power plant. Its mass is equal to 2.5 t, the electrical power is equal to 30 kW [2)." the upperstage orbltal block. It includes the electric propulsion with the converter andpropellant supply system, structure, and other elements (on-board control system, thermalconditions supply system, radio system. telemetry system, etc.). The total mass of theupperstage orbital block is assumed to be equal to I t.
* tank mass with the propellant (Xe). The tank structure mass (MT) is equal to the product of |constant a, = 0.13 and the propellant mass m? (m = a, mp).
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The formulation of the optimal control problem

l.For the fixed epoch of the launch date and the fixed the transfer duration it is necessary to define:
* the magnitude and the direction of the asymptotic geocentric velocity of the spacecraft;
* the transfer duration to Venus;
* two parameters of Venus swingby;
* the control program of the magnitude and the direction of the electric propulsion upperstage

thrust for Venus - Mercury transfer.

It is necessary to satify the follow Imiations:
* the spacecraft gets to Venus vicinity;
* after (due to) Venus swmgby the spacecraft trajectory plane is equal to Mercury orbit plane;
* the spacecraft carries out Mercury rendezvous and its hehocentric velocity is equal to

Mercury velocity when the spacecraft gets to Mercury vicinity.

The optimizing criterion.
It is necessary to get the maximum of the spacecraft useful mass.

2. It is necessary to define the optimal dates of the spacecraft launch and to investigate the
spacecraft useful mass as a function of the transfer duration.

Definition of the rational launch dates and Earth - Venus transfer duration

For the chosen transfer scheme Venus is located in Mercury plane when the spacecraft iscarrying out Venus swmgby. It happens two times for one Venus revolution around Sun, that iseach about 112 days. These dates t2 were defined with the use of the solution of the equation:
r,(t:)* o=0. (1)

The vector of Venus heliocentric position r(t 2) of the last equation is defined as a function of thetime. For each soluton t2 of the equation (1) the optmal launch date (from Earth) is defined morder to mnimize the needed velocity impulse of the chemical upperstage is minimum.

The algorithm of the definition of these dates bases on the mission analysis and design softwareITCAD 1.0 (interplanetary transfers CAD) for personal computers IBM PC/AT. This software
allow to mvestigate the impulse interplanetary transfers. The defined minimum velocity nmpulseis compared with the maximum velocity increase of the chemical upperstage. Then the dates t 2with the minimum velocity impulse which can be realized with the considered chemical
upperstage are investigated only. These dates are called the permissible dates.

Some calculation of the permissible dates is given in Table 1.

Table i.; ",. permsi'e .la:e v/;he spa ecrai launch and Venus swingbv for 1997 -2006 years.

version launch date(t; ) Venus swngby Earth- Venus ;velocity impulse initial mass of
number\ date (t 2 transfer durauon, A V the low thrust

SpaCecrf: m,,Sdav month year dav month vear day km/s p ke

I 1!4 09 199"- 13 03 199S !9.4 3.9704 --S 1 0 1998 7 04 1998 4.15 4

3 - 13 03 1999 6 19 1999 196 . 4.2 - 4
4 31 0' 1999 16 l 2001 1----------4
5 09 02 2001 01 18 001 1 2.9 3.813 -'43
6 08 2U02 12 u 2003 169.0 3.1-"34 5 054

S05 03 2004 8 08 2004 176.4 3.743 5 0368 i 14 09 2005 12 03 2006 179.1 3.95
9 01 2006 03 07 2006 166.8 47 424I .7
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In Table I the needed velocity impulse of the chemical upperstage AV, and the spacecraft massafter the separation of the chemical upperstage moo are shown.

So for the ten year's period (since 1997 till 2006) nine Earth- Venus transfers can be carried outaccording to the chosen transfer scheme. Mass moo is equal to 4204 - 5054 kg. It is obvious thatthe large mass versions are more preferable (versions 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). It's incorrect to wait for thegood mission design when mass moo is only equal to 4100 -4300 kg and the nuclear power plantmass is equal to 2.5 t, and the upperstage orbital block mass is equal to I t. But all the versions ofTable I are considered below.

Definition of Venus swinbv parametes

The conditions of the carying out of the considering Venus swmgby follow from therequirements:

* after Venus swmgby the spacecraft heliocentric velocity belongs to Mercury plane;* the minimum radius of Venus swingby hyperbole is limited below.

These conditions can be written by the following nequalitie system:

C
2 

+ C22 + C3
2 

S C
2
;

-l< 1 1 T1 2 1 , (2)

where

(Ci,C2,C,) = c.' A; I
c.= - aO V,;

A- some matrix (it's diminution 3x3). Its elements are function of the asymptotic venuscentrical Ivelocity vector components at the moment when the spacecraft gets to the Venus vicinity;

11 = c. C - [(C2+c3Xcl ct+c212C3Z)l/CO /(cl2C(+c2+ ;

T12 = c. ci + [(c22+c32Xl2+c+c3sc2)l / (c,2+c.+2).
The calculations show that all nine versions of Table 1 satisfy the condition (2) and what's more Ithe swangby parameters range is large enough. Let's 0 is the angle of the turning of theasymptotic venuscentrc velocitv vector due to Venus swingby. The range of the permissible
angle 3 has the followmg bounds: g

P., = arc cos 12: (4)

P m = min { arc cos T~ , pn (V);: (5
where

Pauz (V.) =180o -2 arccos ( + r. V.2 / ).

For each permissble angle 3 two values of the second swngby parameter exist. If it's supposedthat the second parameter Is the angle y, which defines the plane of the swmgby trajectory, thentwo values of that angle are equal to

Y = sgn(c3) arc cos c/( c22+c32) ± arc cos ((c -c, smin) /smB( c2+c?2)12}
In this paper the angles 3 and y are defined so that the spacecraft helocentrc velocity after Venus
swngby is mnimized. This minimum is defined numerically as a minimum of the one-parameter
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funcuon. 'lhce caJLula:ed J.araiensucs of Venus swingbies for the invesugated 9 versions aregiven in Table 2.

Table 2.
Venur swingby characteristics

number I V. V. I Pau 0 1 a rveruon P a r

km/s km/s I rad rad a.u. a.u.1 4.84 31.79 2.31 2.31 0.614 0.4962 9.40 25.84 2.02 1.61 0.499 0.272
3 4.95 32.26 2.30 2.30 0.631 0.6314 1  8.70 26.69 2.06 1.70 0.509 0.296
5 I 6.74 28.66 2.18 1.89 0.546 0.367
6 6.03 29.57 2.22 2.06 0.561 0.4007 4.91 30.78 2.31 2.31 0.591 0.4598 4.82 31.69 2.31 2.31 0.611 0.492
9 9.50 25.73 2.02 1.60 0.497 0.270

In Table 2 the velocity V is the magnitude of the spacecraft helocentric velocity after Venusswingby. The range of the velocity V is from 25.7 km/s to 31.8 km/s. The semi-major axis of thespacecraft orbit after Venus swingby determines the hehocentc trajectory energy and is equal to
0.50 - 0.61 a.u. But it's incorrect to believe that the semi-major axis is smaller, the better. Inparticular for version 2 and 9 the semi-major axis is very smnall (it's equal to 0.5 a. u.). but the
Lrajeccri cL,-eii~rat is very big (it's equal to 0.45-0.46). In these cases the spacecraft orbitperihelion (it's equal to 0.27 a. u.) is smaller than the Sun - Mercury distance. That is why it
needs the energy expenditure for increase of the spacecraft orbit penhelion. Due to thisexpenlditure these versions are irrational.

The optimal spacecraft traectory for the low-transfer Venus - Mercuy

The definiion of the optimal Venus - Mercury tranfer is based on the part of the missionanal yss and design software ITCAD 2.0 (Interplanetary transfers CAD) for personal computesIBM PC/AT. This software was worked out by V. Petukhov. The main methodical ideas of tthissoftware are Pontragmi's maximum principle and the continuation method for constructing thealgonthm ofthe two point boundary value problem solving.
This software proves to be very efficient in the considering difficult problem."he thrust acceleration of the interplanetary spacecraft with electric propulsion is not the smallone in comnpanson voth the solar gravity acceleration. Therefore mostly the heliocentriclow-thrust ta lectories are not mularevoluuonal trajectories if their purposes are Venus, Marsani nore remote celesual bodies. Those trajectoes contain onlv two-three revolutions even
Sr i ngby using. This statement causes the low-thrust hehocentnc trajectories are different;r:l die I,w-thrust ecoentrnc ones. The statement changes when we vestigate the low-nr'r.,: .1:nt lri tu Xliercurv or to the sun vicuuty. These heliocentric trajectories are':::'. r:,ulonal ones essentnal!,l even if the transfer time is a relatively little one. In this case':i 'r ic';r-. opumuaon problem has the additional essential difficulties:

The unstabilitv of the soluuo, of the d"fferenual equations systems of the minitial conditions.
,ici pcrturbationJi. The solution .eisibiitv is very lare when ule tralecto., passes in the

. rcnirv ,tn the -Wlr,'diaal b,;, le,. Iis icuv tor w co';,'enna lercurv-rndtzv, u;'Neri.n i the principal dfilicuit;.b. :u eC trdaectory uses '. ~rus swin.bv ald canl p:iss in
- L:.r nvesueaun of the mulurv, oluuon transfer it's necessary to analyze the soluuion ofSdllernal equaons sstems h the rotaonal phase. So the additional problems

nnnect with not cnlv the solution sensibihty but also with the calculation procedure2L-ur cv v!h the slow and fast varinnbles exlstence.1 1 * S. '' " vl : **c«" 1" d"
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At first having m mind these difficulties we thought to use the asymptotic method of the low-thrust transfer optimzation (averaging method). But the great efficiency of the software ITCAD2.0 changed our plans. The multirevolutional trajectory has been investigated by this softwarepractically without any difficulties. 12 revolutions heliocentric trajectory of Venus - Mercurylow-transfer is shown on Fig 1. This trajectory has been got for version 6 ( the launch date isAugust 27, 2002. Venus swingby date is February 12. 2003). Venus - Mercury transfer durationis 1400 days. Venus radius-vector is shown on Fig.l for the moment of Venus swngby. Mercury
radius-vector is shown on Fig.l for the moment of Mercury rendezvous. This 12 revolutions
hehocentric trajectory with the decreasing spacecraft radius-vector magnitude and the largetransfer duration was investigated by the software ITCAT 2.0 easy enough. The description ofthe this software method has been made in the paper [1].

I
trajectory

Venus 
Mercury

cII I
Fig. 1. enus - Mercury low-ransfer helocentric trajectory (version 6. transfer duration is 1400

days).

Numerical results of the mvestgaation I

The mass and duration characteristics of the spacecraft and its trajectory are given in Table 3 for
all 9 version. These characteristics can be considered as the totaJ ones.

Table 3.Optimal transfer characteristics e

number I Earth- Mercuy tranfer d ra on Earth- Mercury transfer useful mass (m) forversion t for mu =0 duration (t for m= 300 t= 1600 da
da days k
810 960 6052 no no 003 1600 no -400

4 1300 no 50
no -200~-6 1600 324620 780 1024

1025 1280 5468 760 980 645
-9 - no ino- -390
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The Earth - Mercurv transfer durauon in the case the useful mass is equal to zero is shown in the
second column of Tablc 3. It characrcezcs the minimum of the Earth - Mercury transfer
durauon. One can see that Earth - Mercury transfer duration can be very short (620 days), that is
impossible without Venus swingby. On the other hand, one can see that for the two versions we
could not get even the zero useful mass for considering transfer duration (less 1600 days). For
these cases "no" is printed m Table 3.

The Earth - Mercury transfer duration in the case the useful mass is equal to 300 kg is shown in
the third column of Table 3. This Earth - Mercury transfer duration is minimum for version 6. It
is equal to 780 days (170 days for Earth - Venus transfer and 610 days for Venus - Mercury
transfer). For versions I and 8 the Earth - Mercury transfer duration are small enough (960 days
and 980 days accordingly).

* In the last column of Table 3 the useful mass, which get to Mercury vicinity, is shown. In this
case Earth - Mercury transfer duration is 1600 days. The best version is the version 6 again. -or
this version the useful mass, can be delivered to Mercury vicinity, is equal to It For versions 1,
7, 8 the useful masses are big enough. These useful masses are bigger than the useful mass
vicuuty without Venus swmgby. For the analogous characteristics of space and rocket systems
and the direct Earth - Mercury transfer the useful mass 300 kg can be delivered to Mercury
rendezvous when the transfer duration is 1600 days.

For two version (2 and 9) we can't get any useful mass to Mercury when the transfer duratcn is
1600 days.. For these versions the negative useful masses are printed m Table 3. It is necessary to
note that such result is caused by the chosen scenanc of Venus swmngby and the total transfer. It
is obvious that for these versions the spacecraft orbit perihelion decrease is too great and the
considenng scenario of Venus swingby is not optimal. The change of Venus swingby scenario
can allow to inprove the charactenstics of the rendezvous mission for the launch dates of the
version 2 and 9.

The useful mass as a function of the Earth - Mercury transfer duration for two considered
versions (version 6 - the launch date is August 2002 and version 8 - the launch date is September
2005) are given on Fig. 2. One can see that the useful mass increases monotonically when the
Earth - Mercury transfer duration increases. This state is not obvious for the considering transfer
scenano, particularly for the small transfer duration.

I 0

Fig. 2. Useful mass ay afiucrion Venus - mercury transer duration - iersi°n 6. the aund:

0  8
tnldaysl

* Flg. 2. Useful mass a a/~ction Venus - mercury transfer duration .-'. yersijn 6. the :aun', " +,:.
is Au ust :002: - version 8. the launch date is September 2005.



The invesugated function has the inflection points and the break points. The inflection points areconnected with the successful or unsuccessful Mercury positons in its orbits at the Mercuryrendezvous moment . The break points are the points of the intersection of the extremals. Theseextremals belong to the different classes. Many extremals classes exist. These extremals classesdiffer m the various angle distance of the helocentrc trajectory (the revolutions number aroundsun) m particular.

When the Venus - Mercury low-transfer duration increases from 600 days to 1450 days the usefulmass increases from '6 kg to 645 kg (version 8) and from 280 kg to 1002 kg (version 6).

Conclusion

Obtained results allow to state that principle possibility to realize the research mission toMercury basing to the modern technology and the projected nuclear power plant and electricpropulsion engines exists.

The useful mass the Mercury vicinity can be equal to 1 t if the launcher "Proton", the chemicalupperstage "Block D" and the nuclear electric propulsion stage as the second upperstage is usedand the Earth -Mercury transfer duration is equal to 1600 days. Its mass is big enough forcarrying out the manoeuvres m the Mercury vicinity (for example for the spacecraft transfer itoMercury satellite orbit or for the spacecraft landing) and a large volume of the scientificminvesugations.

When the spacecraft manoeuvres in the Mercury vicinity and the scientfic investigations can becarried out with the smaller useful mass then to decrease the total transfer duration is possible.So if the useful mass 300 kg is enough then the Earth - Mercury transfer duration can bedecreased to 780 days.
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